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The magazine of Brighton Hash House Harriers
R-ns /trash #290 – Lockdown II 2020
Find us on

or at http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/

Following the announcement of a second lockdown, we will not be able to continue hashing, even in our pods, so
for the next few weeks we will return to Virtual Hashing on Zoom.
DATE [Monday at 19:30]
#NO
16th November 2020
Zoom #19
23rd November 2020
Zoom #20

HARE/ QUIZMASTERS
Wilds Thing
Roaming Pussy & girls

30th November 2020

Bouncer & Angel

Zoom #21

Theme
Space on the screen - 3rd attempt
Bogeyman/ green commemorative fancy dress
Bring an ice cream!
St. Andrews Day Caledonian Quiz

Download Zoom on your PC from: https://zoom.us/support/download.
Meeting ID: 919 1820 5683 Password: OnOnOnOn (4 mixed case On’s). URL: https://filvc.zoom.us/j/91918205683
ononononononononononononononononon
For something more physical, Download the Echoes app from https://explore.echoes.xyz/ for Dangleberry’s Sash (solo hash)
trails. Type sash in the search box, Enter and select. Or find Drambulie’s Hollingdean Hash in the same way.
SPOILER ALERT: While photos are very welcome, please do not share the route for any of the Sound App trails on the
Brighton Hash Facebook page, as this will detract from the experience for others wishing to have a go.
ononononononononononononononononon
Current narrative is that this second
lockdown will be ending on 2nd
December. In which case we will
return to pod hashing from 7th
December, the pub for which is selfbooking. We will require hares for
r*ns going forward from that date
but perhaps anyone that was due to
hare in November could please
check with the pubs, and rebook
their planned runs please?
Unless things change beforehand the
booking sheet will be available from
the beginning of December and we
would ask you to book as early as
possible for logistics, including
completing self-assessment and your
expected attendance - r*n only/
drink and/or food, as before.
DATE
#NO ON ON
Post Code
HARES
7th December 2020 2199 Station Inn, Uckfield
TN22 5DL Trouble
Directions: Head NE on A27 for 8.5 miles. Left at Southerham roundabout onto A26 for 7.5 miles. Cross A22, left on Newtown
Road, pub on left. Use Waitrose car park (on the other side of the railway line). Est. 25 mins.
Self-booking tables please!
Lockdown thought for the day:
Until further notice the days of the week are now called thisday, thatday, otherday, someday, yesterday, today and nextday

BH7 HASH EVENTS DIARY & NOTICES
DIARY DATES – see full list of events being attended by Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes:
06-08/08/2021 Barnes H3 Summer Ball – The Castle of Brecon hotel, Brecon – for booking
booking: http://www.barnesh3.com
19-22/08 2021
Eurohash Prague – Waiting list: https://eurohashprague.com/registration
29/4 to 1/5/2022 Trinidad, Interhash - https://www.interhashtrinidad2020.com/
25-28/8/2023
UK Nash Hash Beverley, Yorkshire – registration details in due course.
onononononononononononononononononononon
Well that's it folks, as BoJo caves into pressure from various quarters Hash mismanagement, the latest who’s who:
we find ourselves with another month at least of lockdown.
Joint GM’s
Phil ‘Chopper’ Mutton
Such a shame as we had an exciting November planned with
Pete ‘Local Knowledge’ Eastwood
anniversary and celebration events, but we must stay safe.
On-Sec
Don ‘On
‘On-Don’ Elwick
So we will be back at the Zoom Arms for
fo four weeks, if we can Webfart
Brent ‘Keeps It Up’ Crowle
remember how to do that, and back on the quizzes, Wildbush
Hash
Cash
Julia ‘JJ’ Madigan
funnies and anything else that crosses our minds whilst on air.
Hare Raiser
Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons
While I’ve enjoyed the albeit limited return to Monday night
Beer
Monster
Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson
hashing, there is a part of me that has missed the
t fun we had earlier
RA’s
John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins
in the year, but it looks as if this will be a short-term
short
return before
Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones
we start to get back to at least the pods in December.
Kayleen ‘Wildbush’ Holland
Still no more optimism about Christmas but this ‘circuit breaker’ Haberhash
Matt ‘Rebel WHK’ Spencer
may be the catalyst to allowing as near to
t normal as possible Hash Horn
celebrations. I have my fingers crossed and am touching my wood!
Hash Trash
John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins
Pete ‘Prof’ Thomas
Elsewhere, while I won’t mourn his loss in the Presidential election,
election Hash relay
Trump has provided an incredible source of material for the trash, Christmas Hash Pat ‘Ride
‘Ride-It, Baby’ Morfitt
and goes out with a bang this issue! Or does he? Watch this space!
Hash awards
Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones
Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons
On on!
Bouncer
onononononononononononononononononononon
Welcome to LockdownLand!
No sun - no moon!
No morn - no noon No dawn - no dusk –
no proper time of day No travelling at all - no locomotion,
No inkling of the way - no notion 'No go' - by land or ocean No mail - no post No news from any foreign coast No company - no nobility No fruits, no flowers, no leaves, no birds,
No Cure - No Vaccine - No Idea – No
Leaders - No Clue
November
onononononononononononononononononononon
Hi all,
I've made another sash (solo hash) trail, for your possible enjoyment, during
lockdown 2. Hopefully I'll be able to make some more trails
trails. The link to view
the new trail is https://explore.echoes.xyz/collections/StGyKaXMqTZ32HTm
I've tweaked the 'ground rules', for the new trail and the existing ones, to be per
present govt guidance about exercise.
The new trail is from outside The Fountain Inn in Plumpton Green, BN7
3BX. The trail has *all-new*
new* sound effects and announcements Also, the
added bonus of a 'circle', of one. Or per your household / bubble / plus
plus-one.
For the uninitiated, visible on your phone are the start/end square, and four
circles showing the initial direction. Your phone audibly 'echoes' blobs, checks,
etc, when in the vicinity.
y. There's a r*nners and w*lkers route.
To r*n or w*lk the trail, grab the free ECHOES app from the Android/iPhone
appstore, if you haven't already. Just search in the appstore for ‘echoes’. The
icon looks a bit like a fingerprint.
And proceed per the blurb at the above link.
Per Bouncer's mention in the Nov Boggy Shoe, to view all of the sash trails,
head to https://explore.echoes.xyz/,, scroll down to the ‘Find your next
adventure’ box, type sash, and hit Enter.
See you on the *all-new*
new* Zoom tomorrow 7:30pm.
On On,
Dangleberry
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The importance of wearing a mask at the moment cannot be understated. However, reports have reached trash towers that boob
booby
traps have been regarded as non-essential
essential wear during lockdown, an opinion apparently supported by central government as touched
upon in trash #289. What else could we do but send someone out to find out whether
ther people were indeed protecting the city:

There’s always a few, but we think the results of our study speak for themselves. No need to thank us!

POD-REHASHING

2194 The Bull, Shermanbury – Before we start with the usual bull, a little about the moon,
or rather four moons we were subject to on Halloween, the fallout from which was still very
visible on this stunning moonlit night. This was the first Full Moon since 1944 visible
throughout the World, which kind of made it a bit special and warnings were rife to be
especially aware of Werewolves given what 2020 has already thrown at us! As the second full
moon in a calendar month there was a Blue Moon, but on top of that, also a Hunters Moon,
the first full moon after a Harvest Moon (which this year fell on October 1st and is defined as the
first full moon after the autumnal equinox). And finally, there was also a Micro Moon (the opposite
of a Supermoon) because it was the full moon furthest from Earth before it starts getting closer
again. Back to the hash, and it was fun to
start with sparklers, albeit some of us had a
bit of difficulty keeping them alight until
they’d finished. With the instructions that
there were a couple of dodgy road crossings, and to stick to the paths, ringing in our
ears on on was through the lovely new gate opposite. Recent rain had not only made
the field squelchy, but there was a significant amount of water lying at the low points
and other stiles causing some to miss the bridge but we
were already wet by then! It was a long way to the first
check and marks were either chalk arrows or flour
strategically splattered on cow pats, which is pod 1’s sorry excuse for cutting a large chunk off the trail as
Angel found marks across the river, while new boot Brian and Wilds Thing missed the tissue tied in the
grass. For the rest, trail continued up the river to the crossing over to Fryland Lane, then on the track back
down the other side to meet the deviants. Back through Shermanbury Place the check took us to the lovely
Ewhurst Manor before returning to the A281. Pod 1 became a bit dishevelled here, after missing such a
chunk, convinced we couldn’t be turning back yet so checking way too far in all the wrong directions, but
On Inn was a simple road return back and over Mock Bridge. As hare lambasted us, and we realised our
faux pa, Angel loudly considered joining another pod to ‘do it properly’, but the lure of the pizza and beer
was too strong, and the Mumbai with its toppings of bhaji’s, pakoras, mango chutney and poppadoms, was
absolutely superb! Needless to say, all the grown-up pods did the trail properly, for another great hash!

ononononononononononononononononononononon
If you one-up conspiracy theorists they don’t know what to do: “The moon landing was fake”
“Oh, you’re one of those guys that believe in the moon?”

A Russian, an American, and a Blonde were talking one day. The Russian said, "We were the first in space!" The American
said, "We were the first on the moon!" The Blonde said, "So what? We're going to be the first on the sun!" The Russian and
the American looked at each other and shook their heads. "You can't land on the sun, you idiot! You'll burn up!" said the
Russian. To which the Blonde replied, "We're not stupid, you know. We're going at night!"

Did a load of pyjamas so I’d have clean work clothes for the lockdown

REZOOMING the Hash…

Zoom #18 - Despite suggestions that we could continue Zoom calls on non-hash nights, if only once a month, they were quickly
forgotten as we slipped into the pod system of hashing on Mondays. The 2nd national lockdown was sprung on us at rather short
notice and took us by surprise given the comparatively low incidence of Covid 19 in our area compared with the northern cities,
however, Keeps It Up moved quickly to set up a quiz and a return to the Zoom fun we had earlier in the year. We were clearly a
bit out of practice, as Angel (who had somehow managed to put the password as her name) and myself alternated between
feedback from our separate devices or losing connection despite upgrading over the first lockdown, while Wilds Thing struggled
to clean his camera lens which he’d covered with Blu-tac so that he could game while working sshhh! Dangleberry’s potting shed
had taken on a new aspect down to his set-up being reversed from before, revealing that he shared it with Rosebuds horse stable.
These are dark days and we probably shouldn’t judge our government, but you can’t help wondering about the amount of
research KIU had put into the quiz on Guy Fawkes and the Gunpowder Plot, with 45 questions on that and fireworks for our
amusement. Bloody good job it was multiple choice which at least gave us an outside chance of getting the odd one right! We are
not worthy and yet again Roaming Pussy prevailed pushing the double act of Cliffbanger and Bushsquatter into second place,
claiming they should have their scores halved, before further derailing them by suggesting they should be first in line for the
vaccine as old people. Bushsquatter claimed they weren’t old enough as it was 80+, but put her hands up to visiting
Wetherspoons three times with Cliffbanger in the days before lockdown to help them get through the beer rather than throw it
away. The 99p per pint was merely a bonus! Elsewhere, Airman & Pompette were grumbling that if there were less questions
they’d get less wrong, a call I had to support given that I missed half a dozen with outages! You do have to watch Darling Daryl (as
Cyst Pits spell check called her to his embarrassment) and I noticed that her overall time for answering the questions was around
4 minutes, second place clocking in at over 7 minutes. As the quiz gives added points to correct answers in the quickest time, it
led inevitably to the suggestion that she must have been practicing fastest finger at home, which caused Prince Crashpian to put
his head in his hands. What? What? The quiz out of the way our attention was drawn to Where’s My Broccoli’s backdrop of the
Northern Lights, then Prince C went on to show us his pussy (stop it!) and tell us about his sons company Death by Party offering
a possible Christmas get together suggestion. Dangleberry spoke more about his latest Echoes hash from the Plough at
Plumpton, but was looking around for another sound app option and stumbled on RuGo, contacted them with suggestions to
make it ‘hash-friendly’, and ended up having an exchange with someone who first revealed he was actually a hasher and then
turned out to be the CEO! We are still not worthy! As chat came to an end, we were treated to Wildbush’s funnies including much
about the Trump, notably the Four Seasons Landscaping fiasco when Donald’s post election rejection meeting mistakenly chose
that venue nestling between a sex shop and a crematorium over the Four Seasons hotel in Philadelphia! Another great Zoom hash!

Guliani spoke at Four Seasons Total Landscaping, not the Four Seasons
Hotel, and now some clever runners are putting on a race that travels
between the two locations. The Fraud Street Run is set to go on Sunday,
November 29, running the roughly 17K from the landscaping business to
the hotel. The run will begin at 9 a.m. ET and cost nothing to enter. It is
unsanctioned. Neither business is affiliated with the run. There will be no
aid stations. However, runners are encouraged to donate at least $10 to
Philabundance, a local food bank that’s affiliated with Feeding America. If
runners are interested in participating and travelling the route between
two similarly named (but entirely different) businesses, or simply donating.

Rehashing the fireworks quiz
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Where was Guy Fawkes from? Sheffield; Thetford; York; Leeds
How many barrels of gunpowder were hidden under the House of Lords? 30; 36; 42; 48
When did the Gunpowder Plot take Place? 5/11/1605; 5/11 1606; 5/11/1607; 5/11/1608
Who was the ringleader of the conspiracy? Thomas Wintour; Robert Catesby; Thomas Bets; John Wright; Thomas Percy
Who was the monarch of the time? Queen Elizabeth I; King Henry VIII; Mary I; King James I
Who received a letter of warning about the planned attack on the House? Lord Montalto; Lord Montanes; Lord Montgomery; Lord Monteagle
What did Guy Fawkes and his fellow plotters intend to do at the state opening of parliament? Take the King hostage; Blow up the House
and kill the king; Hand in a signed petition; Demand a referendum
Guy Fawkes joined the Spanish army and change his name to ? Juan; Manuel; Guido; Diego
What happened to the letter sent to Mont****? It was burned by the Monarch; It is on display in the Tower of London; It is stored in the
Public Records Office; It is on display in the House of Lords
What happens as a consequence of Guy Fawkes’ plot today? The King/Queen never visits the Houses of Parliament; The cellars of the
Houses of Parliament are searched before the State Opening of Parliament; The State Opening of Parliament takes place at
Buckingham Palace; A Portrait of Guy Fawkes must be saluted every time a member of walks into the House of Lords
China produces and exports the most fireworks but which country is the second largest exporter? Poland; Germany; Brazil; USA; Netherlands
What is the maximum legal amount of composition allowed in a single shot of fireworks? 40g; 60g; 80g; 100g.
A brocade is generally assumed to be what colour? Silver; Red; Green; Gold
Disney designed an environmentally friendly way to launch shells using what? Effervescence; Hydraulics; Pneumatics

15. This firework is named after a popular flower but what is it called? Dandelion; Chrysanthemum; Cherry Blossom; Sunflower
16. This firework is named after something in the cosmos but what is it called? A star; A meteor; An asteroid; A comet
17. A shell containing several large stars that travel a short distance before breaking apart into smaller stars, creating a crisscrossing grid-like
effect is called what? A Crosette; A Column; A Croissant; A Fountain
18. This firework looks like it is "wiggling" but what is it called? A snake; A worm; An eel; A fish
19. This firework looks like a tree but but what is it called? A coconut; A pineapple; A Palm Tree; Bliss

20. What are these fireworks called? Comets; Circles; Ovals; Rings
21. What is this? Hoola-hoop; Wand; Sparkler; Match
22. This firework looks like water flowing but what is it called? A fountain; A stream; A water feature; A waterfall
23. This firework is named due to its shape but what is it called? A Willow; A Snowball; A Dandelion; A pom-pom
24. Found at the end of a firework show, this firework display is called what? Grand Finale; Final Barrage; Curtain Closer; Encore
25. The Chinese are credited with the discovery of gunpowder and the invention and development of fireworks. What is believed to have been
roasted to create the first firecracker? Saltpetre; corn; bamboo; gourd
26. Roger Bacon (1214-1294), a Franciscan Friar, concerning fireworks and gunpowder he wrote "... if you light it you will get thunder and
lightning if you know the trick". He had worked out the recipe for gunpowder. However, he was cognizant of the danger if this should be used in
warfare. How did he "hide" his discovery? He did not write it down; He was buried with the explanation; He didn't hide it; He wrote in code
27. Queen Elizabeth I was so intrigued and enchanted by the displays that she created a new post which still exists today. What post was
created? Fire Master of England; Chief of Firework Displays; Knight of the Fireworks; Fireworks Champion
28. The folk responsible for igniting the fireworks are traditionally called which of these colourful nicknames? Orange; red; green; blue
29. Amédée-François Frézier published a study on fireworks in 1706 and then revised it in 1747. This study concerned the recreational and
ceremonial uses of fireworks, rather than their military uses. What title was this study given when published? Fireworks: The Science, the Art and
the Magic; Treatise on Fireworks; History of Fireworks; The Fire worker
30. Georg Friedrich Handel was commissioned by King George II of Great Britain to compose "Music for the Royal Fireworks" as a celebration of
signing of the Treaty of Aix-la-Chappelle in 1748. Which war did this treaty end? Colour; Roulette; Mikado; Catherine
31. The first Philadelphia Independence day celebration for the new United States included an official dinner, 13-gun salutes, speeches, parades
and fireworks. Which day was this celebration held on? July 4, 1776; July 4, 1777; July 4, 1789; July 4, 1877
32. Until the 1830s, fireworks displays were only orange, gold and silver. The discovery that adding various metallic salts and a chlorinated
powder to the equation meant that reds, greens, blues and yellows could be exhibited. In which country was this discovery made? England;
United States; India; Italy
33. Disneyland opened in 1955 without fireworks, however they were presented in the 1956 season and have been a part of the entertainment
since. In the late 1960s a system was developed to fire the shells electronically rather than by hand. What improvement was added in 2004?
fireworks launched with compressed air; Dumbo flying through the display; fireworks and music choreographed together; a different Disney
character for each show
34. The earliest documentation of fireworks dates back to the 7th century in what country? China; India; Japan; Greece
35. Fireworks are designed to explode at different heights. Which size shell travels the farthest height? 3-4 inch; 5-6 inch; 8-9 inch; 10-12 inch
36. Sparklers burn at approximately what temperature? 100C; 500; 1000C; 2000C
37. What is the most difficult colour to create in a fireworks display? Red; Yellow; Blue; Orange
38. Where do most Firework Injuries happen? Family or private party; Street or other public place; Large Public Display; Incorrectly storing
them before they are used
39. Which type of firework causes the most accidents? Smoke Bombs; Sparkler; Roman Candle; Rocket
40. Which Part of the Body is Most Likely Injured in Firework Accidents? Hand/Arm; Foot/Leg; Head (including Eyes & Ears); Body
41. Fireworks are Explosives? True; False
42. Throwing a firework in a street or public place is a criminal offence with a fine of? £500; £1000; £2000; £5000
43. Is there a British Standard for Fireworks? Yes; No
44. What is the legal age for buying fireworks in England? 14; 16; 18; 21
45. At what speed can a rocket firework travel? 50 MPH / 80 km/h; 100 MPH / 160 km/h; 155 MPH / 250 km/h; 190 MPH / 300 km/h

 Spent a small fortune on fireworks and can’t hear them cos of all the bloody dogs barking! Please for one night of the year can you
all keep your dogs quiet!
 I get really annoyed when people set their fireworks off too early for bonfire night. One of my neighbours did and set fire to my
Christmas decorations.

Aren’t you supposed to call a doctor if you’re election lasts this long?

The All Lives Matter crowd is extremely upset to find that All Votes Matter.

Donald Trump casts doubt on legitimacy of US’s voting system, apart from in states that he won, which all seem to be fine for some reason.

“Why can’t he just accept the result?” said the Remain voter before going on a voyage of self-analysis.

US HASHERS, WE’RE MAD! MAD, I TELL YOU!!! HUH-HU-HUUUHH…

As you will have gathered from #289 and Keeps It Up marking his 100th marathon, certain events have been able to proceed under
the current climate with both he and Wilds Thing knocking out marathons galore. Wilds Thing particularly has gone for it,
recording three back-to-back double marathons over the last three weekends, and even a short notice one on the last day before
lockdown to set a PB on his 3rd in 5 days! Keeps It
Up is reportedly concerned that he will get
overhauled in his own attempt to home in on
Fukarwe’s number, the latter having calmed down
on marathons since his 200th and 100 in 100 weeks,
preferring to focus on half’s instead. After the
Beachy Head half marathon, Ivan did propose we
adopt their staggered start for the hash but the idea
was met with short thrift for a variety of reasons. The
40th Beachy Head marathon was also able to go
ahead the following weekend and, amongst other
performances, it’s worth picking out One Erections
excellent 4.10 on a blustery day, as well as Off With
Her Beachy Head knocking out another marathon
before her coincidental significant birthday.
Elsewhere the ink wasn’t even dry on the lockdown
orders before hashers started doing more insane
things as per Spreadsheet’s report on his, Prof, No
Loci Standi and Mudlark’s virtual event below:
The Sunday Runners Group of David Harris, Peter Thomas, Mark Jones, and David Evans have all run the Bradford on
Avon “Over the Hills” event to raise funds for Alzheimer’s support in past years, one of those races with a high satisfaction
score. So that our pangs of regret at not being able to run the OTH this year were calmed, David H spotted the initiative by
Avon Runners that we could all enter virtually. Designing a 12k route which included 500 feet climb was easy but we wanted
to add in a river crossing, a feature of the OTH which involves wading the River Frome at Itford. The River Cuckmere as an
obvious parallel and a crossing as it discharges at Cuckmere Haven was built in to the route. A quick look at the tide tables
for November showed the lowest low tide occurring on the 1st November at 05:26 with a height of 1.1 metres. The times
and heights for the remaining Sundays in November, the duration of the virtual event, were not suitable. So 1st November
was agreed and we met at 0730 to take the route from the Cuckmere Inn, alongside the river and up to South Hill, Seaford
(213 feet height) then down to cross the Cuckmere, along the shingle shoreline and up Cliff End and the start of the famous
Seven Sisters. We were spared rain but the winds were strong. So let the photographs tell the story.
Spreadsheet

IN THE NEWS
3rd November

Brighton pub Mucky Duck paints Donald Trump on urinals
By Olivia Marshall @LivMarshJourno
AS AMERICA goes to the polls to vote in the presidential
election, a pub closer to home has made its stance plain.
A mural of Donald Trump has been installed in the urinals at
the Mucky Duck in Manchester Street, Brighton. His face
appears in triplicate across the men’s toilets. The unusual
artwork was created by artist Keo, who said she hoped it would
make people laugh. She said: “I think people have found it
quite funny, in a time when things aren’t very joyous. A lot of
people have been telling me how satisfying it is."
She said she would like to design a similar installation in the
female toilets in response to remarks made by Trump. “A lot of
his statements in the past towards women are some of the
most disgusting, so as a woman making it, I kept thinking I
wish there was a way I could make a girl version.”
Millions of Americans will today cast ballots to decide whether
President Donald Trump will get another four-year term as
President. Joe Biden, the Democratic Party nominee, is
currently ahead of Trump in the national polls. In the
battleground states, including Wisconsin, Michigan and Pennsylvania, polls are currently indicating that Biden has a slim lead.
A huge turnout is expected as early voting figures are far higher than in 2016. More than 90 million Americans have voted
early in the presidential election, the latest data shows. The polls begin to close at around midnight UK time.

ononononononononononononononononononononon
100 years of the Unknown Warrior – remembering those then and now who wrote a blank cheque to their country, up to
and including their life, so that we could have the freedom to hash today. The Bed by Poet Laureate Simon Armitage. 57.

ononononononononononononononononononononon
I am anti vax and I don’t care what you
think... I am sick and tired of seeing
people that are anti vax getting
slandered on social media. We have
good reason to feel this way and simply
attacking us or bad mouthing us is not
going to change our minds.
We will not be silenced. I for sure will
never have another one again. No
chance, I don’t care what you say to try
and convince me, I’ve fallen for that trap
too many times before. They are
absolutely the worst brand of vacuum
cleaner... Henry all the way for me!

As the Trump presidency comes to an end, Republicans lower their truck flags to half mast

Humpty Trumpty shat on us all, Humpty Trumpty had a great fall, All of his lawyers and all of his men, Couldn’t get Trumpty elected again!

ononononononononononononononononononononon
So for season two... I mean the second wave… can we switch quarantine partners or are we stuck with the same ones from season 1?

Yesterday my husband thought he saw a cockroach in the kitchen. He sprayed everything down and cleaned thoroughly. Today I’m
putting the cockroach in the bathroom.

Sometimes I wonder if 2020 is happening because I didn’t forward that message to 10 other people.
ononononononononononononononononononononon

And finally… Now they’ve come up with a Coronavirus vaccine, let’s not have any hypocrisy from anti-vaxxers queuing up for it!

